
Recycling Packet II: A/B/O (All/Based/Options)

By Bailey Runyan, for Housewrite Catastrophe Spring 2022

Welcome to the ‘Sex Packet,’ where all answerlines are either tangentially related to sex, or
have been compared to sex and found objectively better. As last packet, all answerlines and
equivalents are at moderator discretion, because I think that’s funny. If something isn’t in
power but you want it to be, feel free to make it in power. The packet is your oyster. If playing
with teams, bonus bounce backs are ON. No pronunciation guides, we suffer like quiz bowl
readers.

TOSSUPS

1: A plot-less movie titled for this action, although billed as a Vietnam War thought-piece,
revolutionized its genre. Louis Waldon and Viva interact in this manner, directed by Andy
Warhol. In many contemporary films, characters request to turn the lights (*) off before this
act. The Hayes Film Code prohibited any depiction of non-consensual forms of this activity. It’s
not kissing, but before 2021, no Marvel movie included characters doing this action on-screen.
For 10 points, what common action is associated with a fade to black?

Answer: Having sex, fucking or equivalents (the first movie mentioned is Blue Film)

2: This number-based shooting style was originally agreed upon to standardize the
speed of film. This shooting style is commonly used to achieve an ‘imitation of life’
among several American studios. Because of its high time and labor demands, many
producers halve and quarter the amount of unique (*) frames. Sakugabooru, a collating
imageboard, commonly calls this singular shooting style the ultimate in ‘sexy.’ In television, this
standard number is 30. For 10 points, what industry frame-rate was first integrated during the
advent of sound?

Answer: 24fps, Accept 1s, 23.95fps. Prompt on forms of animation before mentioned with “What
shooting style of animation?”

3: It’s not the breasts, but this anatomical region is the most common target for
non-penetrative sex. This region of the body is most often used to refer to peripherally
diseased arteries. This region names its hernias, nerves, and rings. This region’s
pronunciation is often confused with Sural, an overlapping anatomical term. When
referring to the ‘inter’ variety, this type of (*) sex can prevent genital contact with bodily
fluids. For 10 points, what adjective sounds like a bad pronunciation of a ‘cure-all’ remedy you’d
find sold by a snake oil salesman?

Answer: Crural, Accept Thighs. Prompt on Legs.

4: A book named for this act by Debbie Burke is said to be a combination of jazz and
sexual obsession. This technique shares a name with Mircea Daneliuc’s titular Romanian
noir, comparably named for a man’s descent. Rip, smear, lip, and glide are all words that
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describe this technique. In notation, (*) a squiggly black line extends between two marks to
instruct the player to do this action. The notes aren’t adjacent, but for 10 points, what musical
act involves moving quickly from one pitch to another?

Answer: Glissando

5: This man recited "There on the poplars, we hung our harps," in an attributed book of
his. His grandmother was famous for her dedication and obedience, even going as far as
to lie on a threshing floor to court her cousin for marriage. This figure is included in a
long line of ancestors getting laid after the end of the (*) Old Testament. Though given
armor, this youngest son originally traveled to the front lines to give bread and grain to his seven
brothers. For 10 points, what King of Israel forced Bathsheba into an infidelitous relationship
with Uriah the Hittite?

Answer: David, Accept Dawid.

6: In a film that ends with an orgy, a character of this type voiced by Scott Diggs
Underwood declares, “You ate my goddamn legs!” DO NOT CONSUME UNLESS FULLY
REHYDRATED appears on this product’s wrapper from Back To The Future II. In the
comic version of a 2021 television show, a canine lover of this food is shot by the (*)
Tracksuit Mafia and makes a ‘lucky’ recovery. Sal, a vendor of these objects, is the center of
racial conflict in Spike Lee’s Do The Right Thing. For 10 points, a truck advertising what product
appears as an easter egg in almost every Pixar movie?

Answer: Pizza

7: In the early 2010s, the presence of this deed onscreen could be enough to guarantee
an NC-17 rating, protested prominently by Evan Rachel Wood for the film Charlie County.
A ballerina is the recipient of this action in Black Swan, hallucinating her own face on the
giving party. In a 2021 film, Adam (*) Driver performs this act while singing “We Love Each
Other So Much.” On production for Harley Quinn Season 3, DC Comics vetoed this deed being
done by Batman, saying, “Heroes don’t do that.” For 10 points, what mouthy contact with
genitals is often only allowed in film and TV as comedy?

Answer: Oral Sex - Accept Cunnilingus, Blowjob, Sloppy Toppy or equivalents. Prompt on Sex.

8: Medication for this condition prevents Will Magnus from re-creating the Metal Men
post-Infinite Crisis. Calvin Rankin is diagnosed with this condition in the X-Men Dark
Reign storyline. Nadja and her father are revealed to share this genetic condition in The
Unstoppable (*) Wasp. Hypersexuality and increased risk taking can be symptoms of this
condition. Graphic memoirs RX by Rachel Lindsay and Ellen Forney’s “Marbles: Mania,
Depression, Michelangelo, and Me” described ways to live with the impacts of this condition. For
10 points, what disorder is commonly (incorrectly) diagnosed towards villains in comics with dual
personalities?
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Answer: Bipolar Disorder. Do Not Accept BPD.

9: This social system originally grew out of the concept of ‘Pon farr’ in the late 1960s.
Though real life canis behaviors have been debunked by biologists, this hierarchical
system endures in the kink scene. Notable physical characteristics of this social system
involve (*) self-lubricating anuses as a port to the uterus, scenting, and knotted penises.
Fan-fiction of Star Trek and Supernatural saw this system rocket into indie and mainstream
publishing trends. For 10 points, what genre of erotica uses the first, second, and last letters of
the Greek alphabet?

Answer: Alpha/Beta/Omega or Omegaverse. Prompt on A/B/O.

10: In this person’s screen debut, she plays a struggling actress working as a drive-in
bellhop. It’s not Wionna Ryder, but during her prime two decades as an American sex
symbol, this woman performed under Tim Burton in 1992 - the same year, she was
nominated for an Academy Award for the third time. A person is ‘the (*) closest thing to’
this actress that Vance Joy ‘has ever seen.’ For 10 points, what performer famously portrayed
both Janet van Dyne and Selina Kyle?

Answer: Michelle Pfeiffer
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BONUSES

1: Known for extremely edgy, significantly sexualized portrayals, and a heaping dosage of
self-incest, answer some questions about these Tumblr Sexymen.

A. In a deleted song, this version of a character sings, “A company's an animal, That's
trying to survive, It's struggling, and fighting, Just to keep itself alive” as they chop down
a tree. This character wore a sparkling green suit while romancing their younger self.

Answer: The Greed-Ler. Prompt on The Once-Ler with “What’s another version of him?”

B. Like a lazy skeleton in a companion game, this figure acts as a secret final boss and a
4th wall breaking NPC. They frequently reference ‘puppet strings’ and have most of their
‘Hyperlink[s] Blocked.’

Answer: Spamton

C. This isoceles sexyman declares, “Buy crypto suckers!” in a 2021 Simpson’s cameo.
Human portrayals of them include a signature bowtie, cane, top hat, and yellow brick
pattern.

Answer: Bill Cipher (Accept First Or Last Name).

2: Sexual intercourse isn’t just for humans: for 10 points, identify these animals based on their
sex habits.

A. These animals only have a few ovulating days in a year - females will hide up in trees
and then come down to have sex with males, who have some of the proportionally
smallest penises of any animal, monochrome or otherwise.

Answer: Pandas

B. Before intercourse, the females of this species will usually urinate in the mouths of their
male counterparts. Though they’re not “90% gay” as quoted by Dawn Butler in 2019, a
significant amount of these animals participate in homosexual sex.

Answer: Giraffes

C. If you, a human, were to have sex with any of the answers to the last bonus part, what
crime would you be accused of? This is a misdemeanor or felony in 46 out of 50 US
states.

Answer: Bestality, Accept substitutes if they’re in a funny tone.
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3: Know what the most satisfying knowledge of all is? A good, comprehensive sex education.
For 10 points, answer these questions about the scientific side of sex.

A. This molecule is produced more often during sex, relaxing blood vessels and spreading
a red flush. This naturally produced gas is also the reason nipples may become aroused.

Answer: Nitric Oxide (Do Not Accept Nitrous)

B. Oxytocin, though present during sex and orgasm, is more often used for this process.
This process includes uterine stimulations.

Answer: Pregnancy Contractions (Accept Either)

C. Sex can increase your body’s immunity - this antibody blood protein is found in
respiratory and digestive tracts. This antibody, often abbreviated IgA, is particularly
common in breast milk and spit.

Answer: Immunoglobulin A (Accept IgA before mentioned.)

4: Unfortunately, sportsball can be a hotbed for scandal. For 10 points each, answer these
questions about sex and sports.

A. The tell-all "The Secret Life of Cyndy" describes this baseball star’s affairs, divorces, and
serial dating. In 1988, this first baseman’s number 6 was retired by the Padres.

Answer: Steve Garvey

B. In this sport, a coach for University of Louisville was blackmailed for an extramarital tryst
in which he came in a testified 15 seconds. Rick Pitino was suspended and then fired for
providing escorts to players of this sport.

Answer: Men’s College Basketball

C. This sporting event traditionally provides condoms to the residents of its eponymous
village - they were originally passed out to raise HIV and AIDS awareness among
athletes at this event.

Answer: Olympics

5: Nooknubs, cranny and genetic slurry: these are all words you never want to hear again. For
10 points each, answer these questions about Troll Romance from Andrew Hussie’s webcomic,
Homestuck.
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A. A character with this object as a moniker shot a cue ball out of a gun, ending the
universe. Name this type of concupiscent romance named for a digging tool, also
representative of kismet.

Answer: Spade(s)

B. This relationship type is equated to what humans would call a queerplatonic relationship
or life partnership. Romance of this kind is represented by a figure with 4 corners, and a
red or pink coloration on the back of playing cards.
Answer: Diamond(s), Accept Moirail(s)

C. You won’t see it on Valentine's Day, but this shape represents ‘auspicious armistices’
involving 3 people. It finishes out a playing card suit.

Answer: Club(s)

6: “What are you doing, step-bro?’ For 10 points each, answer these questions about
incestuous pairs in literary canon.

A. This story is told chronologically as an in-universe metaphor, starting with a 14 and 12
year old pair of siblings falling in love. This novel by Nabokov is set in Antiterra, a world
in which Russia settled most of the Western Americas.

Answer: Ada or Ardor: A Family Chronicle

B. This John Ford play features Giovanni impregnating his sister Annabella, under the
supervision of her tutor, Putana. This play ends with Giovanni skewering his sister’s
heart on a dagger and the titular phrase being spoken.

Answer: Tis Pity She’s a Whore

C. The trope “Generation Xerox” plays out in this 1959 novel, where Tyler has sex with his
daughter, Eleanor, who in turn has sex with her son, Raymond, a communist sleeper
agent. This novel is written by Richard Condon.

Answer: The Manchurian Candidate

7: In theater, opera, and dance, roles are often played by a dancer of the opposite gender - here
are some en pointe questions.

A. For 10 points, what is this practice, originating from the French term? It was famously
used in Shakespeare’s Globe and throughout the Renaissance period.

Answer: En travesti, Accept Trouser/Breeches role
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B. Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, only England and this territory banned female
actresses, necessitating travesti. This Italian territory, controlled by the Pope, was
dissolved in 1870.

Answer: Papal States, Accept State of the Church or Italian language equivalents.

C. Eugénie Fiocre notably performed en travesti in this ballet’s premiere, playing Franz.
This opera was loosely based on the short story Der Sandmann, itself based on Ovid’s
interpretation of Pygmalion, with a mechanical doll twist.

Answer: Coppélia.

8: For 10 points each, name these video games with sex scenes of varying quality.

A. In an infamous sequence, quicktime event button prompts appear as Ethan and Madison
have sex. This game was noted for its use of mocap footage of naked actors without
their approval.

Answer: Heavy Rain. Author’s Note: David Cage is a hack.

B. In this game, hearts or fireworks will appear when specifying the ‘Trying for a Baby’
option. Social and fun attributes are boosted by choosing to ‘Woo Hoo’ in this title.

Answer: The Sims

C. Though this parental visual novel controversially does not include any explicit sexual
content, you can choose to have a fade-to-black one night stand with one of the datable
characters in a bar, but this will lock off their romance route.

Answer: Dream Daddy

9: Name either of these superheroes or supervillains that have fucked.each other.

A. One part of this pairing is crazy, but not that crazy, and involves himself with this other
character rather than Harley Quinn in the film Justice League Dark: Apokolips War.

Answer: John Constantine or King Shark (Accept Nanaue)

B. When these two characters were together, it was “the only millenia [he] felt alive.” These
two characters are revealed to have been fiery lovers in The Mighty Thor #22 and
expanded upon in Marvel Legacy #1.
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Answer: Odin or The Phoenix Force

C. On Battleworld during Secret Wars, this woman still possessed the powers and
personality of Carol Danvers, but was still able to give birth to a daughter. This father’s
daughter wielded his signature circular shield.

Answer: Anna Marie LeBeau (Accept Rogue) or Steve Rogers (Accept Captain America
and past hero identities.)

10: Would you like to spice things up in the bedroom or stay as vanilla as they come? For 10
points each, answer these questions about popular sex positions.

A. This position involves a rider and a mounter, usually for penetration. The partner on top
in this position is usually named for a gendered employee that often wears Stetsons.

Answer: Cowboy or Cowgirl (Accept gender neutral equivalents).

B. Bipedal humans become quadrupedal in this sexual position. This “style” can facilitate
chest or breast stimulation for the partner on bottom.

Answer: Doggy

C. It’s not quite knocking on doors with scripture, but two partners lying flat on top of each
other face to face is known as this basic position.

Answer: Missionary

LIGHTNING ROUND (EPILOGUE)

Given these coital and post-coital songs and characters, name the musical:

1. “Touch-A-Touch-A-Touch Me” sung by Janet Weiss.
Answer: The Rocky Horror Picture Show

2. “Push Da Button” sung by Shug Avery.
Answer: The Color Purple

3. “Changing My Major To Joan” sung by Allison Bechdel.
Answer: Fun Home

4. “I Believe” / “The Guilty Ones” sung by Melchior Gabor and Wendla Bergmann.
Answer: Spring Awakening
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5. "Big Spender" sung by Nickie and Helene.
Answer: Sweet Charity

6. “Nobody Needs to Know” sung by Jamie Wellerstein.
Answer: The Last 5 Years

7. “Dead Girl Walking” sung by Veronica Sawyer and J.D. Dean.
Answer: Heathers

8. “Tick-Tok” / “Barcelona” sung by Robert and April.
Answer: Company

9. “Green, Green Dress” sung by Jonathan and Susan.
Answer: Tick, Tick....BOOM!

10. "You Can Be as Loud as the Hell You Want When You're Makin' Love" sung by Princeton
and Kate Monster.
Answer: Avenue Q


